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ABSTRACT
3D VISUALIZATION OF IN-FLIGHT RECORDED DATA
Gyuchoon Cho
May 20,2012
Human being can easily acquire information by showing the object than reading
the description of it. Our brain stores images that the eyes are seeing and by the brain
mapping, people can analyze information by imagination in the brain. This is the reason
why visualization is important and powerful. It helps people remember the scene later.
Visualization transforms the symbolic into the geometric, enabling researchers to observe
their simulations and computations (Flurchick, 2001). As a consequence, many computer
scientists and programmers take their time to build better visualization of the data for
users. For the flight data from an aircraft, it is better to understand data in 3D computer
graphics rather than to look at mere numbers.
The flight data consists of several fields such as elapsed time, latitude, longitude,
altitude, ground speed, roll angle, pitch angle, heading, wind speed, and so on. With
these data variables, filtering is the first process for visualization in order to gather
important information. The collection of processed data is transformed to 3D graphics
form to be rendered by generating Keyhole Mark-up Language (KML) files in the
system. KML is an XML grammar and file format for modeling and storing geographic
features such as points, lines, images, polygons, and models for display in Google Earth
or Google Maps. Like HTML, KML has a tag-based structure with names and attributes
used for specific display purposes.

v

In the present work, new approaches to visualize flight using Google Earth are
developed. Because of the limitation of the Google Earth API, the Great Circle Distance
calculation and trigonometric functions are implemented to handle the position, angles of
roll and pitch, and a range of the camera positions to generate several points of view.
Currently, visual representation of flight data depends on 2D graphics although an
aircraft flies in a 3D space.

The graphical interface allows flight analysts to create

ground traces in 2D, and flight "ribbons" and flight "paths with altitude" in 3D.
Additionally, by incorporating weather information, fog and clouds can also be generated
as part of the animation effects.

With 3D stereoscopic technique, a realistic visual

representation of the flights is realized.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

Human being can easily acquire information by looking at the object than by
reading a description of it. Our brain stores images, and by brain mapping, people can
analyze information gathered from memory in the brain.
visualization is important and powerful.

This is the reason why

It helps people remember the scene later.

Visualization transforms the symbolic into the geometric, enabling researchers to observe
their simulations and computations. As a consequence, many computer scientists and
programmers take their time to build better visualization of their data for users. For the
data from a flight, it is better to understand them with 3D computer graphics rather than
just looking at all the numbers.
Flight simulation is to create virtual flights and to visualize how aircraft flies.
One of the main purposes for flight simulation is flight training for pilots. Before taking
the first real flight, pilots are trained with various scenarios in flight simulators, and they
learn how react to hazardous situations such as turbulence, precipitation, and so on. By
experiencing flight in the virtual world, pilots are able to prepare for real flights, and it is
more realistic than reading about flights in a handbook. This is why flight simulation is
considered an important step for the pilots, and this technology has been improved in the

previous couple of decades. There are flight simulation software packages that visually
display flight in 3D graphics. These software packages are getting more realistic with
accurate worldwide scenery based on the actual terrain.

In the market place, most

products are developed as an alternative to professional flight simulators for pilot training
with yoke and throttle devices, or are used to play games with others in the sky of the
virtual battle field. However, the interest is to have a system that analyzes real world inflight recorded data with meteorological effects via 3D computer graphics. The purpose
of the present work is completely different from these products.

Details of flight

simulation and flight visualization will be discussed in Chapter 2. The present work
proposes a new approach to visualize flight using Google Earth.

1.2 3D Flight Visualization System

The system used as a flight data analysis tool has several advantages:
•

Converting data into an optimized KML code

•

Setting view properties by geographic calculations

•

Configurable flight visual animations

•

Custom data template

•

Data analysis

Details of the system architecture and algorithms will be discussed in Chapter 3.
The flight data consist of several fields such as latitude, longitude, ground speed,
magnetic heading, wind direction, aircraft heading (corrected), pressure altitude, roll
angle, and pitch angle. Different sources of raw data may have different fields. This
system collects important information from the raw data and generates Keyhole Mark-up
2

Language (KML). KML is an XML grammar and file format for modeling and storing
geographic features such as points, lines, images, polygons, and models for display in
Google Earth or Google Maps. This file is processed by Google Earth in a similar way
that HTML and XML files are processed by web browsers. Like HTML, KML has a tagbased structure with names and attributes used for specific display purpose.

Thus,

Google Earth acts as browsers of KML files.
Because of the limitation of the Google Earth API, the system uses the Great
Circle Distance calculation to handle the position, angle, and range of the camera to
generate several points of view. With this calculation, it displays a data with computer
graphics in more efficient way to show the result. Currently, visual representation of
flight data depends on 2D graphics although an aircraft flies in a 3D space. By adding
graphical interface for flight analysts, they are able to create ground trace in 2D and
ribbons in 3D. With 3D stereoscopic technique, they can also watch it with a realistic
visual representation of the flights.

1.3 Organization of the Dissertation
Chapter 2 surveys different algorithms from different aspects regarding flight
simulation and visualization, and the basic concepts of the geographical calculation.
Chapter 3 describes the system architecture and how it is applied to flight data analysis.
It also covers the details of the Great Circle Distance calculation and theoretical
foundation of terrain.

3

CHAPTER 2
RESEARCHES RELATED TO THE TOPIC

2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, some geographic calculations are introduced. The system needs to
use these formulas in order to set up the camera position. Google Earth API or KML do
not support any function to calculate the position from the distance and angle. Finding
the position of camera is the most important task in the system. Moreover, this chapter
explains why this calculation has to be used instead of simple mathematical calculation
with an example. Additionally, research on visualization is introduced in this chapter too.

2.2 Geographical Calculations
Two simple examples are initially provided before geographical calculations are
discussed. The Cinderella Castle in the Magic Kingdom of Disney World (Florida, USA)
is located at this coordinate: N28.418919° and W81.581340°. The city hall of Montreal,
Canada is at N45.508463° and W73.554019°.

The Cinderella Castle is closer to the

Equator, while the Montreal city hall is closer to the North Pole. For each of these two
places, let the coordinates of the camera position be 1° (both latitude and longitude) less
than the site. Figure 2.1 shows the resulting distance and bearing from the camera to the
site.

4

Magic Kingdom: N28.418919°, W81.581340°

Montreal city hall: N45.508463 °, W73.554019°

Destination point: N27.418919°, W82.581340°

Destination point: N44.508463°, W74.554019°

Figure 2.1 Distance and bearing between two points
As Figure 2.1 shows, the distance between the Cinderella Castle and the camera
position is 147,905.21 meters, whereas the distance between Montreal city hall and its
camera position is 136,332.60 meters. There is about 11.6 km difference. Moreover,
bearing to the Cinderella Castle is 41.06°, whereas it is 34.59° to the Montreal city hall.
In the second example, for a great circle line (on the surface of the Earth) from

Baghdad (N35 °, E45°) to Osaka (N35 °, EI35 °), the start bearing value is 60° while the
end bearing value is 120°. Figure 2.2 shows the great circle path from Baghdad to Osaka.

Figure 2.2 Path from Baghdad to Osaka

5

As the above examples show, the bearing and distance are not the same in
different places on the Earth. That is because the shape of the Earth is not flat and not
quite a sphere. The Earth is an irregular shape approximating a biaxial ellipsoid. The
radius at the equator of the Earth is about 0.3% longer than the radius that is measured
through the poles. For these reasons, simple calculation cannot be applied to the Earth
and many researchers have developed and improved the geographic coordinate system
and its calculations. The system uses one of the geographical calculations, Great Earth
distance or also known as Haversine formula. This formula is not the most accurate one
because it can have large rounding errors if the distance between two points is small, such
as less than 1 meter. However, this is not a concern in the system because the camera
position will be at least several meters away from the aircraft. Chapter 3 describes this
formula in detail. In the real world of coordinated points, all formulas are not perfect
because the Earth does not have the perfect geometry and a point in a coordinate system
is obtained from several observations that are averaged together using some assumptions.

2.2.1 Coordinate Systems

There are two types of coordinate systems: Geographic Coordinate Systems and
Projected Coordinate systems.
Geographic coordinate system

A geographic coordinate system is a reference system to define the location of
points on the Earth specified by a set of numbers such as latitude and longitude.

In this

coordinate system, lines of latitude and longitude are determined by the datum, the
position of the spheroid related to the center of the Earth.
customized for different parts of the world.
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The geodetic datum is

Common datums used in U.S.A are North American Datum 1927 (NAD27),
North American Datum 1983 (NAD83), and World Geodetic System 1984 (WSG84).
NAD27 uses the Clarke Ellipsoid of 1866 and was created by manual ground surveys in
1980's. The geodetic center of NAD27 is located at Meades Ranch in Kansas. However,
NAD83 is based on both ground surveys and additional satellite information.

The

WGS84 is the most recently developed datum and framework. The origin of WGS 84 is
located at the center of the Earth.
BIH-Oefined CTP (1984.0)

ZW(., "'

Figure 2.3 The WGS84 coordinate system definition (EUROCONTROL, 1998)

Projected coordinate systems

The advances in information technology during the last two decades have given a
boost to automatic cartography and hence, to digital mapping. A hard copy analogue
map can be digitized and transformed into a computer compatible data base, which can
then be used for a variety of Computer Aided Design (CAD) applications in planning,
civil engineering and Geographical Information Systems (GIS) (EUROCONTROL,
1998).
The flattening the Earth causes distortions based on the following properties:

7

•

Shape: conformal map projections preserve shape

•

Area: equal area map projections preserve area

•

Distance and scale: equidistant map projections preserve distance

•

Direction and angle: azimuthal map projections preserve true direction

Based on these properties, several projections can be produced.

Figure 2.4

introduces some of the map projections.

Sinusoidal Projection

Polyconic Projection

Goode Homolosme Projection
Mercator Projection

Figure 2.4 Different types of the map projection

The Mercator projection is a cylindrical map projection that assumes a cylinder is
wrapped around the globe so that its surface touches the equator; the meridians of
longitude can be projected onto the cylinder as equally spaced straight lines perpendicular
to the equator (Moore, 1997). This projection draws a conformal map of the globe on a
rectangular grid.

In Figure 2.5, a point P on the globe is projected onto a point P', the

8

shadow or image of P on the cylinder. When the cylinder is unwrapped, a flat map of the
entire Earth can be obtained.
K.____

~
jF

("'--

--

'------_.-

.......
,/

Figure 2.5 Cylindrical projection of the globe (Maor, 1998)

In order to find the relation between a point P and its image P', it must first
express the location of P in terms of its longitude and latitude. Denoting the longitude,
latitude and radius of P by A, 0 and R, the coordinates of P', x and y, can be obtained by
Equations 2.1 and 2.2.
X=RA

(2.1)

y = Rtan¢

(2.2)

The most remarkable feature of the cylindrical projection is the excessive north
and south stretching at high latitudes, resulting in drastic distortion of the shape of the
continents. This is a consequence of the presence of tan 0 in the Equations 2.2 (Maor,
1998).

Figure 2.6 World map on a cylindrical projection (Maor, 1998)
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2.2.2 Geographical Calculation

As already commented in the introduction, the system needs geographical
calculations in order to get the distance measured along the surface of the Earth or
bearing between two points. Common abstractions for the surface between two points
are flat surface, spherical surface, and ellipsoidal surface. The system uses the great
circle distance calculation which is one of spherical surface formulas.
Flat surface formulas are for calculation of the planar space. It assumes a flat
Earth that has been projected on the plane.

As a consequence, accuracy of these

calculations is not increasingly accurate if a position is near the pole and the distance
between two positions is large.

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC)

presents the equations for the ellipsoidal Earth projected plane (FCC, 2010). In these
equations, d is the distance between two points in kilometers, longitude is A, latitude is

~,

KJ is the number of kilometers per degree of latitude at the given middle latitude and K2

is the number of kilometers per degree of longitude at the given middle latitude.

~m = (~l ~ ~2)

(2.3)

Kl

= 111.13209- 0.56605cos(2~m) + 0.00 12cos(4~m)

(2.4)

K2

= 111.41513cos(~m) -0.09455cos(3~m) + 0.0012cos(5~m)

(2.5)

d

= ~(Kld~)2 + (K2d~)2

(2.6)

This formula shall be used to compute the distance between two reference points.
However, it is valid only for distances not exceeding 475 km or 295 miles (FCC, 2010).
Spherical Surface assumes that the shape of the Earth is sphere, and it calculates
an approximate distance with a possible error of 0.5 %. The Great Circle distance d
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between two points

(~, jijo)

and 0,,], jij1) on a spherical Earth can be derived from the

spherical trigonometry cosine rule:
d:~:::~

= RE . arccos(sin( tfJo) x sine tfJj) + cos( tfJo) x cos( tfJj) x cos(~ -

Au))

(2.7)

where RE is the mean radius of the Earth, taken as 6372.7 km (Garcia, 2007).
Ellipsoidal Surface calculates the shortest distance along the surface of an
ellipsoid. Bowring developed a formulation for the direct problem using a conformal
projection of the ellipsoid on the sphere and it is called a Gaussian projection of a second
kind. The simplicity of the system lies in that the ellipsoidal geodesic is projected to its
corresponding line on a sphere thereby allowing the formulation using spherical
trigonometry (Burtch, 2004).
The most accurate formula among geographical calculation is the Vincenty's
formula in the ellipsoidal surface formula. The Vincenty formula is an iterative way for
computing the distance between two points along the surface of the Earth. This formula
was developed by Thaddeus Vincenty in 1975 and it is more accurate than the great circle
distance because it is accurate to within 0.5 mm. There are two methods in this formula:
direct and inverse. The direct method calculates the destination point from the given
direction from the start point. The inverse method computes the distance between two
points.

Before introducing these two methods, the following notation is needed

(Vincenty, 1975).
Length of major semi axes of the ellipsoid; radius at equator.
A

6,378,137 meters in WGS-84.
Length of minor semi axes of the ellipsoid; radius at the poles.
B

6,356,752.314 meters in WGS-84.
F

Flattening of the ellipsoid. (a - b) / a = 11298.257223563 in WGS-84.

11

<J)

Geodetic latitude, positive north of the equator.

U

Reduced latitude; arctan ( (I - j) tan qJ )

A

Geodetic longitude.

L

Angular distance on the sphere

L

Difference is longitude, positive east. A2 - A,

A

Azimuths of the geodesic at the equator.
Azimuths of the geodesic, clockwise from north; a2 in the direction P,

a" a2
and P 2 produced

S

Ellipsoidal distance between the two points

Table 2.1 Notation for the Vincenty formula

The direct method employs the following equations.
tanU, = (1- f)tan~

0",

(2.8)

tanu
= arctan ( _
_I )
cos a,

(2.9)

sina =cosU,· sinal

(2.10)

cos2 a = (l- sinaX1 + sina)

(2.11 )

(2.12)

(2.13)
o

B = 1;;4 ~56+ u (-128+ u (74 -74u
2

2

2
)))

(2.14)
(2.15)

12

Jl1

COSa(-1+2COS"(20-m))
'\0"= Bsin

{

COS(20".)+! B _ Bcos(20".. )( -3 + 4
[

Sin~ 0)(-3 + 4cos'(20".) ~

(2.16)

s
bA

o-=-+~o

(2.17)

Equations 2.19, 2.20, and 2.21 are iterated until the change in cr is negligible. The
first approximation of cr is the first term of Equation 2.17.
At

or2

sin VI cos 0- + cos VI sin o-cos a l

=arcta{

(1- f)~sin2 a+ (sin VI sino-- cosVI coso-cos a l )2
1

/l,

= arcta{
C

L

=A-

(2.18)

sin o-sin a l
]
cos VI cos 0- - sin VI sin o-cos a l

(2.19)

= ~ cos" a(4 + f(4 - 3cos" a))

(1- C)f sin a(o-+

Csino-~os(20-m) + CcosO-(-l + 2cos

a = arctan( _ _ _ _ _s_i_n_a_ _ _ _ _]
2

J

- sin VI sin 0- + cos VI cos o-cos a l

(2.20)
2

))j

(20-m

(2.21)

(2.22)

The inverse method employs the following equations.
(2.23)
COS(j= sinUI sinU2 +cosUI cosU2 COSA

(2.24)

sino= arctan--

(2.25)

.
cosVI cosVo sin A
sma=
~
sino-

(2.26)

= 1-

(2.27)

0-

cos 2 a

coso-
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sin 2 a

cos(2a;,J=cosa-

2sinU] sin U 2
,
cos- a

(2.28)

C = Lcos 2 a(4 + 1(4 - 3cos 2 a))
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A = L + (1- C)1 sin a(a+ Csina(cos(2a

l1l

)

+ Ccosa( -I + 2cos 2 (2a

(2.29)

l1l

))))

(2.30)

The geodetic longitude A is obtained by Equations 2.29 and 2.30. This procedure
is iterated starting with Equation 2.23 until the change in A is negligible. The distance s
is calculated by:
s = bA(a- ~a)

where

~O"

(2.31)

comes from Equation 2.15.
tan a]

2 sin A
=- - - - - -cosU
-'=
--------

tan a, =

-

cosU] sinU2 - sinU] cosU2 COSA

cosU] sin A
.
-smU] cosUz +cosU] smU z COSA
.

(2.32)

(2.33)

The inverse method may give no solution over a line between two nearly
antipodal points. This will occur when A, as computed by Equation 2.21, is greater than 7t
in absolute value.

2.3 Visualization
Visualization is the creation of information to show the important matters and is
used as an effective way of communication.

For instance, from cave paintings,

researchers may learn the living style of the ancients. People can read the revolutionary
mind of Leonardo da Vinci because of his drawings. Children are able to build toys by
following the instructions with pictures. Visualization is all over the places in our lives.
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Nowadays, visualization is enhanced with new technologies in science, medicine,
engineering, and so on. It is a great event after the industrial revolution. Especially,
since the field of computer graphics was invented, visualization techniques have been
introduced in all the fields.

Information Visualization
Information visualization is generally applied to the visual representation of largescale collections of non-numerical information, such as files and lines of code in software
system, library and bibliographic databases, networks of relations on the internet, and so
forth (Eick, 1994).

The term Information Visualization was coined by Dr. Jock

Mackinlay.

Scientific Visualization
Scientific Visualization is primarily concerned with the visualization of multidimension phenomena (architectural, meteorological, medical, biological, etc.), where the
emphasis is on realistic renderings of volumes, surfaces, illumination sources, and so
forth (Friendly, 2009).

Data Visualization
Data visualization IS the SCIence of visual representation of data, defined as
information which has been abstracted in some schematic form, including attributes or
variables for the units of information (Friendly, 2009).

2.4 3D Computer Graphics
Computer graphics is a process of producing pictures or images using computers.
By this definition, computer graphics is one of the visualization techniques. In our world,
most visualization is made by computer graphics. Many areas, such as art, science,
15

education, engineering, architect, and so on, are helped by computer graphics for their
rapid growth.
As techniques of computer graphics improve, a new way of visualization is
introduced. It is a three dimensional representation of geometric data called 3D computer
graphics. 3D computer graphics is now so realistic that it overcomes the limitation of 2D
images. The basic process of 3D computer graphics is modeling, layout, and rendering.
Modeling is the process of building the shape of an object. Layout is the step to set up
the location and size of the model within a scene.

Rendering is the process of

transforming 3D scene data into something that is visible on display devices such as a
screen or printed paper. It creates an image either by special visual effects such as ray
tracing, global illumination algorithms, shadows, and so on, to get photorealistic images,
or by adding a unique visual quality in non-photorealistic rendering for artwork or
illustrations. In the next chapter, 3D computer graphics in Google Earth are discussed.
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CHAPTER 3
FLIGHT VISUALIZATION

3.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces some tools and a programming language that are used to
build the system.
(Embarcadero).

An application has been built using CodeGear RAD Studio 2009
It includes Delphi and C++ Builder 2009.

With this programming

language, this application is able to be created rapidly. SketchUP 8 (Google SketchUp) is
used to build the 3D airplane model. SketchUP is a 3D software tool that combines a
tool-set with an intelligent drawing system. With SketchUP, the model can be created
and modified and convert to a Collada model. The file that stores the Collada model has
the extension "dae", which is recognized by Google Earth. Google Earth allows us to
browse the world through a virtual globe, and to view satellite imagery, maps, and terrain.
To get the best results from the system, Google Earth version 5.2.1.1547 or higher should
be installed. These software tools are discussed in details in the following sections.

3.2 Flight Visualization

3.2.1 CodeGear RAD Studio 2009
Integrated development environment (IDE) for this project is CodeGear RAD
Studio 2009, which includes C++ builder and Delphi 2009.

Delphi is a software

development environment for Microsoft Windows and web applications. It is an object
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oriented language based on Pascal, and it is usually used for the development of desktop
and enterprise database applications. However, it is not limited to database applications;
it can be used as a general-purpose software development tool suitable for most software
projects. Web applications can also be built with CodeGear RAD Studio 2009 if several
libraries are included.

The language is suitable for Rapid Application Development

(RAD) and comes with an integrated IDE. All Delphi products are shipped with a large
framework called Visual Component Library (VCL), which includes most of its source
code.
The first version of Delphi was released in 1995, and it became a standard for
visual programming tool for the l6-bit Windows 3.1. Then, Borland released a new
version of Delphi every year.

Now, the newest version of Delphi is called XE.

According to Tim Del Chiaro (Chiaro, 2010), the following features are added.
•

Heterogeneous database support where the programmer gets a consistent
experience when working with mUltiple databases and the programmer does not
have to pay an additional cost per platform for database support.

•

XE products are TooICloud-enabled. The ToolCloud license management and
provisioning system is a great solution for companies and organizations that want
to streamline license management.

•

Embarcadero XE products offer an easy upgrade to Embarcadero All-Access XE.

•

XE can build applications that require speed-visualizing data, controlling
hardware in real time, manipulating 3D objects, financial modeling, gaming,
imaging, medical equipment, point of sale systems, and more.
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The disadvantage of Delphi is that it is not a cross platform IDE. Although XE
includes Delphi Prism, which is used for developing .NET applications, Delhi can only
work under a Windows platform.

3.2.2 Google SketchUP
SketchUP is a software tool that combines a tool-set with an intelligent drawing
system for modeling of 3D objects.

With SketchUP, a model can be created and

modified and converted to a Collada model, whose extension is .dae, in order to be
displayed in Google Earth.
On March 14, 2006, Google acquired @Last Software because of their work in
developing a plugin for Google Earth.

One year later, Google released SketchUP 6.

However, Google had to release updates several times to fix a lot of bugs. In 2010, an
improved version of SketchUP was released. SketchUP 8 now supports more accurate
terrain, matches photo improvement, provides numerous models from 3D Warehouse
(http://sketchup.google.coml3dwarehouse/), and exports 2D vector images and 3D
objects such as 3DS, OBJ, XSI, FBX, VRML and DAE.
For the present system, as mentioned above, Collada 3D objects are used.
Collada stands for COLLAborative Design Activity and it is an open standard XML
schema to exchange digital assets among multiple graphics programs including Google
Earth. It was originally developed by Sony and now owned by Autodesk.
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Figure 3.1 Screen shot of Sketch UP

3.2.3 GoogJe Earth
According to the Google Earth website, Google Earth allows users to travel the
world through a virtual globe and to view satellite imagery, maps, terrain, 3D buildings,
and much more. With the rich geographical contents of Google Earth, users are able to
experience a more realistic view of the world. This software was originally developed by
Keyhole, Inc., which was acquired by Google in 2004. Keyhole Viewer, the original
name of Google Earth, was released on June 11, 2001. Since 2004, Google has released
new versions of Google Earth every year or more often.
This internet-based virtual globe is utilized in the present work because it gives a
user the ability to virtually fly over any location with a realistic view. The generated
KML file from the system contains optimized scripts that allow animate flights in the
virtual world. Some sample KML code is in Appendix C.
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3.2.3.1 DirectX versus OpenGL

Google Earth supports two graphic modes, OpenGL and DirectX. According to
the documentation of Google Earth, if a user experiences strange graphics issues, he or
she should try running Google Earth in each mode to see if one works better for the
user's system. The recommended and default rendering mode is OpenGL because it is
the rendering software for most graphics cards that do not use system resources. If a
graphics card uses system memory, such as RAM, DirectX may produce better
performance of the 3D effects.
Direct3D is part of the Microsoft DirectX API. Direct3D only works in Microsoft
windows; it does not work cross-platform. One of the main benefits is its low level
graphical API that enables a user to manipulate visual 3D models. Because Direct3D can
take advantage of hardware acceleration, the user may experience faster graphics
rendering.
Both OpenGL and DirectX are well known APIs in the community of developers.
OpenGL seems to be used more in specialized areas such as 3D film animations,
scientific visualizations, and geographical simulations, whereas DirectX is used by the
video game development industries. In the past, most graphics software was written
using Integrated Raster Imaging System Graphics Library (IRIS GL). It was widely used
because of its performance, and its low system memory and CPU power requirements.
Later, many functionalities of IRIS GL were incorporated in OpenGL. OpenGL aims for
the professional graphics software.

For instance, OpenGL Volumizer is a high-level

volume rendering API for the energy, manufacturing, medical, and science markets. It is
designed for interactive, high quality, scalable visualization of large volumetric data sets
such as diagnostic CT, MRI, and PET scans, seismic data, and other unstructured meshes
21

common

in

computational fluid dynamics analysis.

OpenGL provides a high-level

interface to hardware to allow application writers and researchers to visualize multiple
gigabytes of volumetric data (OpenGL, 2004). Figure 3.2 shows volumetric data with
transparency and color for different organs. The size of the visible human body data set
is 6.77 GB.

Figure 3.2 OpenGL Volumizer

On the contrary, DirectX is targeting for gaming developers by designing lowlevel, high performance games for end users who own PC's with affordable consumer
priced graphics hardware. DirectX contains a set of tools such as DirectInput, DirectPlay,
and DirectSound along with Direct3D. In fact, gaming not only shows 3D graphics but
also plays sound during interactions with other network users.

3.2.3.2 Terrains and Accuracy
One of the most important features of Google Earth is its high resolution and
realistic terrains. Using Google Earth, a user can visit famous cities with 3D buildings
and can fly over the mountains that are really too hard to climb in one' s lifetime. The
following figure shows an example of terrains and 3D buildings in Google Earth.
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Figure 3.3 Google Earth's 3D buildings and Terrains

Since Version 4 was released, Google Earth had improved matching between the
satellite and aerial images and the terrain. As of August 9, 2005, Google Earth typically
covered the entire globe with satellite imagery at 15m resolution. Google was focused on
large, US metropolitan areas initially and has expanded coverage to major international
cities (Google Earth Coverage, 2005). Excluding Alaska and Hawaii, the continental US
is covered with approximately 1m resolution. In this version, a user can select a new
option called "Terrain Quality." If the computer system has a lot of memory and a good
graphics card, a user may try to display with the maximum quality; otherwise he or she
should slow down the update rate of the graphics card. One thing to keep in mind is that
this option is only for enhancing 3D terrain visualization, but not the quality of imagery.
Google Earth uses Digital Elevation Model (DEM), data for the terrain collected
by Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM).

DEM is a digital model or 3D

representation of cartographic information of terrain surfaces in a raster form. The U.S.
Geological Survey, USGS, has been designated as a lead Federal agency for the
collection and distribution of digital cartographic data (USGS, 1998). Because of rapidly
changing technologies in the mapping industries, these DEM standards cover a broad
range of collection systems and different accuracy levels.
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The data file contains the

elevation of the surface at fixed grid intervals over the Earth, and these intervals in the
grid are referenced by a geographical coordinate system. Note that the latitude and the
longitude intervals may have different lengths. The following figure shows the basic
structure of the DEM standards.

DE I Pol gon

Longitudc
LI x:

interva l X

LI v:

interva l Y

• : El vation point

Figure 3.4 Standard of Digital Evaluation Model

Each elevation point in each profile stores height information in a raster form.
Based on the interval lengths, the USGS produced five primary types of DEM data.
•

7.5 minute DEM: up to 30 meter square grid spacing, cast on the Universal
Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection. The horizontal grid spacing allows for
integers between one and 30 meters.

•

30 minute DEM: 2 by 2 arc second data spacing. Two 30 minute DEM's provide
the same coverage as a standard USGS 30 by 60 minute quadrangles.
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•

1 degree OEM: 3 by 3 arc second data spacing. The ground spacing between grid
points is 3 arc seconds, which is roughly 90 meters, dependent on the latitude.

•

7.5 minute Alaska OEM: 1 by 2 arc second data spacing, latitude by longitude. It
provides coverage similar to a 7.5 minute OEM, except that the longitudinal cell
limits vary from 10 minutes at the southernmost latitude of Alaska to 18 minutes
at the northernmost latitude limits of Alaska.

•

15 minute Alaska OEM: 2 by 3 arc second data spacing, latitude by longitude. Its
coverage is 15 minutes of latitude by 20 minutes of longitude at the southernmost
latitude of Alaska, to 36 minutes of longitude at the northernmost latitude limit of
Alaska.
A OEM file consists of a series of three record types: A, B, and C. The type A

record contains header information, which includes name, boundaries, units of
measurement, minimum and maximum elevations, the number of B records, and
projection parameters. Each type B record is made up of data from one-dimensional
arrays called profiles, one per line of elevation data. The type C record contains statistics
on the accuracy of the data in the file. The logical record size of file is 1,024 bytes and
more than one record is usually required to store a single type B record.
According to the fact sheet of USGS, the accuracy of OEM data depends on the
source and resolution of the data samples. OEM data accuracy is derived by comparing
linear interpolation elevations in the OEM with corresponding map location elevations
and computing the statistical standard deviation or root mean square error (RMSE). The
RMSE is used to describe the OEM accuracy. For 7.5 minute OEM's derived from a
photogrammetric source, 90 percent of the elevation data have a vertical accuracy of 7
meter RMSE or better, and 10 percent are in the 8 to 15 meter range. The 1 degree OEM
25

data have an absolute accuracy of 130 meters horizontally and 30 meters vertically
(USGS, 2000). Benker et al. (Benker, 2011) compared virtually traced positions against

« 1m) field measurements along three stratigraphic unconformity sub-

high precision

sections in the Big Bend region to determine the current positional accuracy for the
Goog1e Earth terrain model.

A horizontal position accuracy of 2.64m RMSE was

determined for the Google Earth terrain model with the mean offset distance being 6.95m.
A vertical position accuracy of 1.63m RMSE with the mean offset distance of 2.66m was

also calculated for the terrain model. Results suggest data extracted from the Google
Earth terrain model could plausibly be used in future studies. However, the authors urge
caution in using Google Earth data due to limited information disclosures by developers
(Benker, 2011).

7mOEM

1m OEM

Figure 3.5 Example of 1m and 7m OEM

(http://www.spatialenergy.comlproducts_digital.html)
In the left image in Figure 3.5, the spacing is 5 meters with the vertical accuracy

in the open flat terrain of 1m (RMSE). In the right image, the spacing is 30 meters with
the vertical accuracy in the open flat terrain of 7m (RMSE). The more spacing is used in
OEM, the more image is blurred. The following figures are also examples of OEM.
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3D DOQ 1m 10m DEM; Pennsylvania, USA

3D Pseudo Color 10m DEM; Pennsylvania, USA
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3D Topomap 10m DEM; Pennsylvania, USA
Figure 3.6 DEM at Pennsylvania, USA

(http://www.satimagingcorp.com!gallery-dem.h tml)

Google Earth's DEM data are mostly based on images from NASA's Shuttle
Radar Topography Mission (SRTM). SRTM obtained elevation data on a near-global
scale to generate the most complete high resolution digital topographic database of the
Earth. SRTM consisted of a specially modified radar system that flew onboard the Space
Shuttle Endeavour during an II-day mission in February of 2000 (NASA, 2009).
Endeavour orbited Earth 16 times each day during the II-day mission, for a total of 176
orbits. SRTM successfully collected radar data over 80% of the Earth's land surface
between latitude 60 degrees north and 56 degrees south with data points posted every arc
second, which is approximately 30 meters. EarthExplorer can be used to search, preview,
and download the finished grade SRTM elevation data. The collection is located under
the Digital Elevation category (USGS, 2011).
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Figure 3.7 EarthExplorer: New Orleans region SRTM data
(http://edcsns17.cr.usgs.govlNewEarthExplorer)

3.2.4 System Architecture
The system architecture for Flight Visualization is shown in Figure 3.8.

Data

Anima'ioo

KML Coov fier

SeQullflces

Figure 3.8 System Architecture
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Basically, the system loads data and gets properties of the camera from a user. As
in Figure 3.8, it loads the raw data file first. With this data, the system calculates the
position, heading, and angle of camera by using geographical functions. After the user
sets all properties, it is ready to generate optimized KML code.

Figure 3.9 Screen shot of an application

3.2.4.1 Raw Data
The data used in this system is tab delimited and variable-length data type, where
fields can vary in length. Usually, for large amounts of data, a fixed-length format is
used because of its high loading speed. When loading fixed-length data, the algorithm
gets fields based on the lengths by using the sub-string function with specific starting and
ending locations. In case of the variable-length data type, the algorithm searches the next
delimiter to get fields, and thus it takes more time than the fixed-length data type. The
following experiment is conducted in order to test loading speeds between fixed-length
and variable-length data types.

The data used for this experiment are from U.S.

Geological Survey at http://geonames.usgs.gov/domestic/download_data.htm. The data
are extracted from the geographic names information system.
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They contain primary

feature

attributes

of

Both

Kentucky.

of

the

KY_DECCFixed.txt

KY_DECCVariable.txt files contains 10,000 records and 9 attributes.

and

All attributes

except the second one are 20 bytes in length for fixed-length data; the second attribute,
Feature_Name, is 70 bytes in length. The vertical bar "I" character is used as a delimiter
for variable-length data.
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Figure 3.10 Fixed-length versus Variable-length data type

As shown in Figure 3.10 above, loading fixed-length data is about 1.7 times faster
than loading variable-length data.

Although fixed-length is faster, the system uses

variable-length data for two reasons.

The flrst reason is its compact size.

In this

experiment, the size of the file KY _DECCFixed.txt is 2,149 KB whereas it is 691KB for
the me KY_DECCVariable.txt. If the format for the whole flight data is fixed-length, its
size will be enormous. The other reason is that the system does not have to read the
whole data at once. The system loads the first record for setting the initial position and
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gets the next two records. By calculating the distances among three points, our system
tries to remove outlier for the best animation. The system keeps repeating the above
steps till the end of the flight record.
The raw flight data are typically collected at 1Hz. The fields in the raw data that
will be used in the flight visualization include latitude, longitude, ground speed, magnetic
heading, wind direction, aircraft heading (corrected), pressure altitude, roll angle, and
pitch angle. Different sources of raw data may have different fields . Some sample data
are in Appendix B. The system needs at least four mandatory fields; they are the number
of fields, latitude, longitude, and altitude. The number of fields is needed to avoid out of
index error, and the other three fields are used to define the location of the aircraft. If
heading is not provided, the system will estimate the heading by deriving it from the
latitude and longitude of the successive positions, which will not incorporate the effects
of the wind on the heading angle. The range of heading in the raw file usually is between

o and 360 degrees.

However, the range in Google Earth is between -180 and 180 degrees.

Thus heading must be converted to the angle range of Google Earth during loading.

Figure 3.11 Orientation in Google Earth
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3.2.4.2 Convert Options
There are mainly two options for the conversion; one option

IS

to create an

animation, and the other option is to draw a flight path or a ribbon. A user can select
these options with a simple GUI. There are also nine types of aircraft models to be
selected.
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Figure 3.12 Convert Option Screen

Path and Ribbon
For the flight path option, it has only one parameter, the color of the path. It
generates a KML file that draws the fight path on the surface of the Earth, and it animates
the camera from above and along the path. For the ribbon option, it needs the color of the
ribbon, and the transparency of the color. The color can be defined by a hexadecimal
number (between OxOO and Oxff) in the order of transparency, blue, green, and red. For
example, OxffOOffOO is opaque green. After setting the color of the ribbon, the system
draws a red line on the left side and a green line on the right side of the aircraft as
navigation lights that are used to signal the position and status of the aircraft. Commonly,
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the navigation lighting system helps two aircrafts on a collision course determine who
has right of way.

Figure 3.13 Path and Ribbon Options

In KML, paths and ribbons are objects that must have identifiers. For the path

option, the system passes an array of aircraft (center of mass) positions in the format of
longitude, latitude, and optionally altitude by using the Linestring element under the
Geometry class. This implies that the system does not need to calculate the aircraft

positions at all.

However, for the ribbon option, the system needs to calculate the

positions of wing tips using the aircraft (center of mass) position, heading, roll angle, and
pitch angle.

The system uses geometric functions and great earth distances in the

calculation because KML does not support these kinds of methods.
The first step is to find the locations of wing tips using the great circle calculation.
In the system, it returns longitude, latitude, altitude, heading, roll angle, and pitch angle

of aircraft's nose.
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Figure 3.14 Origin of the aircraft from data

Based on the pitch angle, the calculation needs to change the origin of the
coordinate system to the wingtip. In Figure 3.15, let us assume that d is the distance from
the nose to the mid-point of wingtips,

e is the pitch angle, and h is the height based on
p

the pitch angle.
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Figure 3.15 Changing origin based on distance and pitch angle

Now, the system uses the Great Circle calculation and trigonometry functions.
Equation 3.13 and 3.14 are Great Circle calculations to get longitude and latitude of the
new origin and Equations 3.15, 3.16, and 3.17 are used to set the altitude of the new
origin.
Great Circle is also known as Haversine formula. Let us consider the Earth as a
sphere. Then the shortest path between two points is calculated by the Great Circle
distance, which corresponds to an arc linking two points on the sphere like Figure 3.16
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(Rodrigue 2011). Because of the distortions caused by projection of the globe on a flat
sheet of paper, a straight line on a map is not necessarily the shortest distance.

Northern Hemisphere

--Figure 3.16 The shortest path on Earth

The Versine or versed sine of angle 8 is 1 - cos(8), and the Haversine is half the
versine, or (l-cos(8))/2. From the meaning of Haversine, the formula is Equation 3.1.

(3.1)
In order to prove the formula, let us draw a circle as in Figure 3.17. 0 is the

center of the circle, A and B are on the circle and
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(JA B

is the angle of AOB. The angle of
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B

Figure 3.17 Circle of radius 1

The length of AS is sin(BAB/2).

So, the length of AB

IS

AS+SB, that

IS

In the case of the 3D space, as in Figure 3.18, A and B are opposite vertices of an

isosceles trapezoid, ACBD with additional vertices C and D. Points E and F are the
points where the longitude lines longitude A and longitude B meet the equator,
respecti vel y.

Figure 3.18 Sphere of radius 1

Then, the angle of AOC is the difference between latitude A, LatA and latitude C,
Late. Therefore, the length of AC is 2xsin((LatA - Latc)/2) or 2xsin((LatA - LatB)/2)
because latitude C is equal to latitude B. The length of BD is the same as AC.
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. ((LatA
-Lat B ))
. ((LatA-Lat C )) = 2 x sm
-'------"------"'-'AC = 2 x sm

2

2

(3.2)

(3.3)
The length of EF is 2xsin((LonE - LonF)/2) by using the same formula.
Points A and D are on a circle of constant latitude LatA. In order to get the radius
of this circle, consider Figure 3.19. Point G is perpendicular from A to OE.

A

•,,

Cl
•

E..__-.-...- -___ O
G
Figure 3.19 Section of the Point A, C, E, G, and 0

The angle of AOE is LatA. So, the length of OG is cos(LatA) and it is also the
radius of the circle of constant latitude LatA. Therefore, the length of AD is 2xsin((LonE
- LonF)/2) xcos(LatA) and the length of CB is 2xsin((LonE - LonF)I2) xcos(LatB).
Longitude E is equal to longitude A, and longitude F is equal to longitude B .

. ((Lon E -Lon))
. ((Lon A -Lon
)) xcos (LatA)
AD = 2xsm
2
F
xcos (LatA) = 2xsm
2
B

(3.4)

. ((Lon E -Lon))
. ((Lon A -Lon
)) xcos (Lat )
= 2xsm
2
F
xcos (Lat B ) = 2xsm
2
B
B

(3.5)

CB
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In Figure 3.20, let us see the trapezoid of ABCD in 2D again.

Point H is

perpendicular from A to CB.

o

A

c

B

H

Figure 3.20 Trapezoid of ABCD

The length of CH is (CB-AD)/2, and the length of HB is (CB+AD)/2. By the
Pythagorean Theorem, we can get the following equations.

(3.6)

Now, we can substitute Equation 3.2, 3.4, and 3.5 to Equation 3.7.

( AB )

2

))J

• 2( (Lat - Lat ))
. ?((Lon
- Lon B
= 4x ( Sill
A 2
B + cos(LatA)xcos (Lat B) xsm
A 2

(3.8)

Let a be the square of half the chord length AB, then a is
a

=((A B)J

2

= sin 2( (Lat A; Lat B)) + cos(Lat A) x cos(LatB)x sin 2( (Lon A;

Lon B)) (3.9)

Now, let us go back to Figure 3.l7 and find the angle AOB. The length of AS is

Fa, and we need to find the length of OS using Equation 3.10.
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(3.10)
So, tan(eAB12) is AS/OS. Let c be the angle of AOB, then

c = 2 x arcta{

~~) = 2 x arct~ /~ )

(3.11 )

Finally, we can get the distance, d, using the following equation.

d =Rxc

(3.12)

R is the Earth radius (Rick, 2011). Since the Earth is not strictly a sphere, there
are small errors in using spherical geometry; the Earth is actually roughly ellipsoidal (or
more precisely, oblate spheroidal) with a radius varying between about 6,378 km
(equatorial) and 6,357 km (polar), and local radius of curvature varying from 6,336 km
(equatorial meridian) to 6,399 km (polar). 6,371 km is the generally accepted value for
the Earth's mean radius. This means that errors from assuming spherical geometry might
be up to 0.55% near the equator, although generally below 0.3%, depending on the
latitude and the direction of travel. An accuracy of better than 3 m in 1 km is mostly
good enough, but if a user wants greater accuracy, the system could use the Vincenty
formula for calculating geodesic distances on ellipsoids, which gives results accurate to
within 0.5 mm (Veness, 2010).
Up to this point, we discussed how to calculate the great circle distance between
two points. Now if the system is given one point with latitude LatJ and longitude Lon/, a

e

heading H, and a distance d, the latitude Lat2 and longitude Lon2 of the destination point
can be calculated by the inverse of Equations 3.1 to 3.12 (Garcia-Castelloanos 2007).

Lal, = arcSi{ sin( Lat, ) . co{

~) + cos(Lat, ) . sin( ~) . cost0" ))
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(3.13)

sin(BH )Sin(% )cOS(Lat l )
Lon 2

= Lon l + arctan
cos(

~) - sin(Lat

(3 .14)
l •

sin(Lat2 »

To get the bearing angle to the mid-point of the wingtips, the reverse angle of the
heading is used.

Actually, the previous geographical calculation does not consider

altitude. It returns only the location with latitude and longitude. Now it needs to add
altitude information with pitch angle, Bp .
(3.15)
(3 .16)
If pitch> 0 AltitudenewOr;g;n
If pitch

=0

AltitudenewOr;g;n

If pitch < 0 AltitudellellOr;g;1I

= AltitudeoldOr;g;n = AltitudeoldOr;g;n

h

= AltitudeoldOr;g;n + h

(3.17)

Let Lat, and Lon, be the latitude and longitude of the aircraft, Lat2 and Lon2 be
those of the wing tip, d be the length of the wing, R be the radius of the Earth (in meters),
and B be the heading of the aircraft. The ratio d/R is the angular distance of the wing
span. From these quanti ties, Equations 3.13 and 3.14 calculate the position of the right
wing tip (Veness, 2010).

,.
e ..

Figure 3.21 Positions of wingtips relative to the aircraft center of mass
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Most trigonometry library functions have domains or ranges between

-1t

and

+1t

(that is, between -180° and + 180°), whereas navigation uses compass bearings in the
range between 0° and 360°. Thus conversion to degrees and modulo arithmetic (the %
operator) of (8+360) % 360 are needed. All lengths are measured in meters in order to
have the same metric system as Google Earth.
The next step is to find the altitude for each wingtip and at the same time to
correct the longitude and latitude calculated by Equations 3.13 and 3.14 based on the roll
angle. This procedure is what makes a ribbon twisted based on the roll angle. Let h be
the elevation of the wingtip relative to the aircraft center of mass (Figure 3.22). However,
the system passes a modified distance value using Equation 3.18 in order to get the value
ofi.

Figure 3.22 Adjustment to wingtip position due to aircraft roll angles.

d' =dxco~B)

(3.18)

Then, when the system takes into consideration of the roll angle, it needs to find
the adjusted position of each wingtip by adding the height of each wingtip. With this
calculation, the system adjusts positions of wingtips. Then, it finally sets up the altitude.
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If the roll angle is positive, it means the right wing is higher than the left and the system

adds this value using Equation 3.20.
h = d' x sin(8)

Altitude Righ/Wing

(3.19)

= Altitude nelVOrigin + h

(3.20)

Animation

For generating animation with a 3D model of the aircraft, the user can choose the
Create Animation option.

Choosing this option leads to the next page to set up the

camera properties with several choices.

Conv~t

Car'lO!'l

Figure 3.23 Select Direction tab in Animation Option

The first option the user can set is direction. In Figure 3.23, the user selects
camera's directions from the aircraft. Table 3.1 lists the directions and descriptions.
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Above

The camera is located above the aircraft and follows the aircraft.

North

The camera is located to the North of the aircraft and follows the aircraft.

South

The camera is located to the South of the aircraft and follows the aircraft.

West

The camera is located to the West of the aircraft and follows the aircraft.

East

The camera is located to the East of the aircraft and follows the aircraft .

Front

The camera is located in front of the aircraft and follows the aircraft.

Rear

The camera is located to the rear of the aircraft and follows the aircraft.
The user selects an angle between 0 and 180 degrees ; 0 degree is the same as

Free Angle
Rear; 180 degrees is the same as Front; 90 degrees is the same as Above.

Table 3.1 Camera's dIrectIOns

By selecting one of the these options in Table 3.1, the system creates the virtual
camera with its position relative to the Earth's surface as well as the viewing direction to
the aircraft. To set up the position, Equations 3.13 and 3.14 are used in the system except
the Above option because the position of camera is the same as the aircraft except the
altitude. In the case of the Free Angle option, the system uses Equations 3.19 and 3.20
additionally. The user adds a value,

Dcamera,

for the distance between the aircraft and the

virtual camera in meters. Similar to the calculation of actual position of a wingtip,
is used in place of the distance of the wingtip in Equations 3.13 and 3.14. The

Dcamera

e in

the

equations will be the direction from the aircraft. These four equations are enough to set
the position of the virtual camera. After setting up the position of the virtual camera, the
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next step is to set the view direction of the camera. Figure 3.24 shows the orientation of
the view in Google Earth.

y

up vector

Figure 3.24 Directions in Google Earth

The X axis points toward the right of the virtual camera, and the "tilt" of the
camera rotates around this axis. If the value is 0 degree, the camera aims straight down
toward the earth. The Above option (Table 3.1) uses this value to have a downward view
of the aircraft from the above. The North, South, East, West, Front, and Rear options use
90 degrees of tilt so that the camera aims toward the horizon. The Y axis, the up vector,
defines the up direction relative to the screen. The Z axis points from the center of the
screen toward the view point, and the "heading", direction (azimuth) of the camera,
rotates around this axis. The inverse direction of the virtual camera is the heading of the
view point.
. Zooming in and out is controlled by the range value, a distance in meters from the
position of the virtual camera. This element is used to see a model where its altitude is
affected by a 1 tit udeMode in Google Earth. There are three modes of altitude: clamp
to ground, relative to ground, and absolute.
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•

CLAMP TO GOURND: This ignores the altitude of object and places it on the
ground.

•

RELATIVE TO GROUND: This interprets the altitude as a value in meters above
the ground.

•

ABSOLUTE: It interprets the altitude as a value in meters above the sea level.
Figure 3.25 introduces the range, orientation, and altitude elements.
normal

Itltude affected by altitude Mode

Figure 3.25 Range, orientation, and altitude in Google Earth
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Distance . 10m
Range . 50m

Range . 500m

Distance . 100m
Range . 50m

Distance . 100m
Range . 500m

Figure 3.26 Distance vs. Range

When a user selects the Generating All Directions option, it will generate all
directions without asking file names to save. However, the user has to define the folder
and the prefix of file names. The Include Speed Information option can be added into the
KML file to display the current speed at the selected frame. The Duration field is for
specifying a time span for events. It specifies the length of time that the browser takes to
fly from the previous point to the next point.
When the system loads each record, it generates KML code using options that the
user chooses.

Between KML code for each record,

the system adds the

AnimateUpdate tag to control changes of the model during a tour and the Fl y To tag

to move the camera in parallel with the model. This should contain the duration and
method of flight, respectively. The smooth mode allows for an unbroken flight from
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point to point. An unbroken series of smooth modes will begin and end at zero velocity,
and will not slow down at each point. In the bounce mode, the camera bounces from
waypoint to waypoint, beginning and ending at zero velocity at each waypoint.

Down

Up

1
0. 2

~.

R

Per",",

SIlO

10

30

10

SIlO
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..,

-1~t"" "'''.': J '"
'10 --

"'''-1

Convert

Cancel

Figure 3.27 Sequences Option

In the Sequences option, the user can select directions in sequences by choosing

percent of the whole data to generate. The user may insert as many sequences as he
wants if the total of percent is not over 100 percent.

Sequences can be changed by

clicking up and down button or drag and drop selected sequences.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

4.1 Introduction

This chapter shows the result of the 3D in-flight visualization and comparisons
among other systems related with flight visualization. Because of the limitation of the
Google Earth API, the system creates several effects by its own methods or ways. For
the flight data, the system is also able to remove the noisy data in order to analyze the
flight. At the end of this chapter, comparisons with other system are provided.

4.2 Effects

After setting up the camera properties, the user is also able to choose other visual
effects: visibility, and the cloud effect. The flight data used in the system does not
contain weather information. However, for realistic flight visualization, the system offers
these visual effects.

4.2.1 Visibility

The visibility effect is similar to the fog effect. In the KML API, the way of
placing picture is called overlay that is the base type for image overlays drawn on the
surface of the Earth or on the screen. Typically, this technique is used to draw pie or bar
charts on the surface of the Earth to show the statistic information by GIS. Depending on
how a chart or image is placed on the surface, two properties are used, Clamped to
ground or Absolute. Clamped to grou nd is the same as the ground level and Absolute is
relative to the sea level. Figure 4.1 shows the different between two overlay modes.
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Figure 4.1 Clamped to ground and Absolute mode

In order to place an image or draw a color on the screen, screen overlay is used.
In the system, the foreground color is light gray and a user can define an opaque value for

the overlay.

The following dialog is for setting the opaque value and the user can

confirm the visibility by the preview screen. Figure 4.3 shows the result with different
opaque values.
Choose camera POSIbon:

I

I

SeI«t DIrection ~~ vlSbity Clouds
0ng0naI

I
PreVIeW

-------,

~ Add V~ty

Figure 4.2 Visibility Option dialog
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Figure 4.3 Results of different opaque values

4.2.2 Clouds Effects
Google Earth renders remarkable terrains and detailed models of the streets.
However, it displays only a clear sky without any cloud at all. The system also generates
a KML code to put clouds in the virtual world. These clouds are placed in the sky
randomly with the user's parameters such as the radius of area in meters from the aircraft
starting point, altitude from the ground level, thickness of the region that contains clouds,
the number of clouds, along track position in percent and ranges of scales along the X, Y,
and Z axes in the model's coordinate space to define clouds' sizes.

For better

understanding, the cloud dialog window in the system shows the top and side preview
screens of the flight. In Figure 4.4, the cloud dialog window provides the user several
options for generating clouds.
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Figure 4.4 Cloud option dialog

A cloud is composed of tiny water droplets or ice crystals that are suspended in
the air. During cold days, people can see their breath because when they breathe out, the
warm air includes moisture in the form of water vapor, and when this warm air collides
with cold air, it dries the air outside. This is a basic idea how a cloud forms. Each cloud
has a different shape and size. There are many kinds of clouds such as Cumulus, Cirrus
and Stratus. Cumulus clouds are puffy. They have flat bottoms and are low in the sky.
Cumulus clouds usually mean fair weather.

If they grow tall, they can become

thunderheads and bring rain. Cirrus clouds are the highest clouds. They look white and
feathery. Stratus clouds are the low clouds. Fog is a stratus cloud at the ground level.
They look like a low gray blanket. Stratus clouds bring rain or snow (Meyerhorn, 2001).
Figure 4.5 shows common types of cloud.
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Figure 4.5 Common types of cloud (http://eo.ucar.edu/webweather/cloud3.htrnl)

The system uses only one cloud model that looks like the Cumulus type. In order
to render the model with animation faster, the size of the model is also an important
factor. Currently the file size of the cloud model is 249 KB. However, with this cloud
. model, it is possible to render other types of cloud or combination of the types by
choosing appropriate scales and opaque values. In Figure 4.6, a cloud model has X, Y,
and Z axes to define the size of a cloud.

Figure 4.6 A cloud model
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In the cloud option window, if the user sets up the range of the X and Y values
lower than the Z value, the type of the cloud looks like a Cumulonimbus cloud. In the
other case, the cloud is similar to a Stratocumulus cloud. With an opaque value and a
smaller value of Z, the Stratocumulus cloud converts into a Stratus cloud. With wide
ranges of X, Y, and Z values, the system will generate combinations of the cloud types.
Figure 4.7 shows that a combination of cloud types is generated, and Figure 4.8 also
shows the screen shot of the result.

Figure 4.7 Combination of cloud types generated.

Figure 4.8 Result of flight visualization with clouds
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4.3 Analysis

The flight visualization system has a function to create a 3D flight animation that
may attract regular users . However, the main feature of the system is drawing a path or
ribbon of flight for researchers or flight analysts.

4.3.1 Noisy Data Removal

Currently, flight analysis uses 2D chart graphs. The system uses the path option
that draws the path of flight on the surface of the Earth. A lot of the flight data may be
noisy. Sometimes the aircraft would have traveled more than INM in 1 second according
to the recorded latitude and longitude. Figure 4.9 contains an example of noisy data.

1:1! __

~

1

1~

1

OS

Figure 4.9 An example of noisy data

The system has a data cleaning procedure to properly analyze the data like Figure
4.10 with the cleaned data.

Figure 4.10 Cleaned data
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At the initial part of the some flight data, the records may not have correct
information. For example, both longitude and latitude values are 0 at the first record.
The system tries to ignore these values for the purpose of animation or analysis. Like the
way of the interpreter, the system loads data record by record and writes KML code
according to the user's parameters. When the system loads a record, it also reads next
two records. Then, it calculates the distances between the first and the second position
and between the second and third position. If the distance of the former calculation is
twice than the distance of the latter calculation, the system considers that the second
position is a noisy record. This step is repeated until the second record from the last.
Last two records are compared with average of the distance that is stored in previous
steps because last two records do not have next two more records.

4.3.2 Ribbon Representation

The most significant work in the system that has never been done before is the
ribbon representation. It visualizes ribbons of multiple flights and compares the flight
data in the 3D space instead of 2D. With the system, one can see the flights in three
dimensional space from every possible angle, and one can freely zoom in and out, and the
flights can be played forward and backward at various speeds. Figure 4.11 shows the
current way of analyzing flight data with ground trace, altitude, roll angle, and so on.
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-Altitude
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Ground trace

Roll angle

Distance to Fixes

Figure 4.11 Analyzing flight data in 2D

In Figure 4.11, one flight will produce lots of charts. Although ground traces and
altitude can be read together to gain some insight to the flights in the three dimensional
space, they do not capture the flights in motion in space. The system makes it possible to
show multiple flight data in one scene. Figure 4.12 displays 17 flights in one scene.

Figure 4.12 3D Visualization of ribbon of 17 flights
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4.3.3 Path with Altitude
Previously, the drawing path option is to draw a path on the surface of the Earth.
The system also introduces a new option called Drawing Path with Altitude. As in Figure
4.13, it can draw multiple paths with altitude. Each vertical line represents the interval
when data is recorded. The analyst can see that the missing vertical line indicates the
time when noisy data was recorded and the system cleaned it up.

Figure 4.13 3D Visualization of paths with altitudes

In Figure 4.14, the way of creating these analysis visualization is to choose one of

mUltiple flight analysis menu, either ribbon or path, and then to select options.

~fll9htICYlrJlfo
~1t!pIt~IIVht(AI'lF'"

Figure 4.14 Multiple Flight Analysis menu
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After generation of the flight from the system, a user can choose a flight of
interest to compare with other flight data and can see any angle of the flight from the
scene.

4.4 Comparisons

4.4.1 Flight Graphical User Interface
C. Santiago (2006) implemented Flight Graphical User Interface (GUI) tools in
order to analyze flight conflict for the Federal Aviation Administration's (FAA) Conflict
Probe Assessment Team (CPAT). The flight GUI tools are based on the Java platform
and interact with an Oracle relational database that contains actual flight data from the
Air Route Traffic Control Center (ARTCC). The tools can visualize three modes: single
flight mode, encounter mode, and alert mode.

The flight GUI can display the flight

information on the several visual methods, such as the Visualization Window, the
Compass Window, the Tabular Data Window, and the TZ Graphs Window.

The

Visualization Window shows the plots of the flights' trace data along with a plot of the
ARTCC boundary. This plot representation is the same concept as the path tracking of
the flight visualization of this dissertation. However, Santiago's flight GUI tools only
support the 2D representation of flights.
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Figure 4.15 FlightGUI user interface

4.4.2 Autonomous Quadrotor Flight Test

R. Goel et al. (2009) used the Flightgear simulator for 3D visualization of the
result of autonomous quadrotor flight tests. They developed the Rotary-wing Unmanned
Mini Aerial Vehicles (RUMA V) robot and collected flight data during the flight test. For

3D visualization, the Flightgear is used with Matlab/Simulink. Flightgear is enabled to
choose various flight dynamics models and has accurate real world scenery data.
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It

contains over 20,000 real world airports with the full environment and correct runway
markings and placement. Goel's team used the Flightgear for the 3D visualization of
their flight simulation.

Although the Flightgear is good for the 3D visualization, it

requires additional graphics power for 3D modeling.
. ........

". "t1 ':!t

Figure 4.16 Snapshot of simulation in Flightgear

4.4.3 Flight Visualization using the Health and Usage Monitoring System
A. Singh et al. (2011) introduce the flight visualization using the Health and
Usage Monitoring System (HUMS) of US military aircrafts. HUMS data consists of the
core parameters and useful parameters. Core parameters are Airspeed, Pitch Attitude,
Roll Attitude, Pitch Rate, Roll Rate, Yaw Rate, Vertical Acceleration, Vertical Velocity,
Engine Torque, and Weight on Wheels, Rotor Speed, Fuel Quantity, Pilot Stick Positions,
Altitude, Outside Air Temperature, Gross Weight, and Rotor Brake. Useful parameters
are Lateral and Longitudinal Acceleration, Ground Speed, Ground Track, Radar Altitude,
Swashplate Tilt, Rotor Torque, Parking Brake, and Rotor Flapping.
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Some of the

parameters are the same as the present flight visualization system. Their aim is to check
the health state of the aircraft.

Figure 4.17 Full screen shot display of flight visualization
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CHAPTERS

FUTURE WORKS

5.1 Introduction

This chapter describes some aspects and future work to enhance the system. The
future work is to test the system with entire flight data (from take-off to landing), to find
a way to incorporate weather conditions in Google Earth, and to conduct a survey of
geographical calculations.

5.2 Flight Data

Currently, the system have data for 54 flights and they consist of 750 records on
the average that they lead to about 12 minute and 30 seconds of animation if the sample
rate of data is 1 Hz and the duration is 1 second during playback. Without any options
such as speed information, trail, and so on , the system generates about 18,000 lines of

KML code from the data and the file size is about 850 KB. During the 12.5 minutes of
the flight time, the aircraft moved about 25 miles near the landing airport. The next
procedure is to test data which contains whole flights from take-off to landing, covering a
thousand miles or more in distance. From this work, the maximum size of KML file to
execute flight visualization in Google Earth can be found out, and problems need to be
solved if they exist.
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5.3 Weather Conditions

In Google Earth, a user can time travel for certain day and time. It does not mean
to travel to the future or the past to see what happens on the street. There is a feature
called sun in Google Earth. It displays the sun and sunlight across the landscape. Figure
5.1 shows images of different time on December 25 th , 2011 in Google Earth.

1212512011 11:19 am

1212512011 3:19 pm

1212512011 5:43 pm

1212512011 6:55 pm

Figure 5.1 Different time in Google Earth
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The user can set up the time of the flight. However, there are no functions for
weather such as wind, rain, snow, fog, and visibility. One direction of future work can be
incorporating the weather conditions into a KML file.
Currently, the system can generate up to 200 clouds at a time. It is described in
the Chapter 4. The next plan is to create lightning effects. Each cloud model has its own
size and altitude. A lightning model can be incorporated, and it will link from the ground
to the bottom of the randomly selected clouds.
As Chapter 4 introduced, the system can generate the visibility (fog) effect.
However, it uses screen overlay. It blurs the whole screen based on the opacity value so
that the user may think it is fog. Enhanced visibility effect could be one of the future
directions too.

By the International Civil Aviation Organization, visibility for

aeronautical purposes is the greater of:
•

the greatest distance at which a black object of suitable dimensions, situated near
the ground, can be seen and recognized when observed against a bright
background

•

the greatest distance at which lights in the vicinity of 1000 candelas can be seen
and identified against an unlit background.
The two distances have different values in air of a given extinction coefficient,

and the latter varies with the background illumination. The former is represented by the
Meteorological Optical Range. Like these definitions, the visualization should show the
objects clearly when they are close to the camera; otherwise, the user can not discern the
different distances of objects.
The important factor of the visibility is the interaction of light and particles. A
photon is said to be scattered when it is received by a particle and re-radiated at the same
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wavelength in any direction (MaIm, 1999). The author gives us an example that an
atmosphere containing nitrogen dioxide (N0 2 ) will tend to deplete the number of blue
The eye detects relative differences in

photons through the absorption process.

brightness rather than the overall brightness level and it measures contrast between
adjacent objects or between an object and its background. Contrast of an object is simply
the percent difference between object luminance and its background luminance.
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Figure 5.2 Regional or uniform haze on a Glacier National Park (Malm, 1999)

In Figure 5.2, the view is the Garden Wall from across Lake McDonald.

Atmospheric particulate concentrations associated with photographs (a), (b), (c), and (d)
correspond to 7.5, 12.0,21.7 and 65.3 flg/m3 respectively.
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The goal of the present work is to provide the user with enhanced visibility effects
by inputting the value of the visual range. From the camera position, the user is able to
see the objects within the visual range.

5.4 Collision Detection for Turbulence Effect

By the selection of the user, the system can generate 200 clouds in the scene each
time with the single animation option. Each cloud model is randomly generated with x, y,
and z of the model scale and location of the model such as longitude, latitude, and
altitude. With this information of the cloud and the current location in the 3D space of
the aircraft, another future direction is to support the turbulence effect by shaking the
camera or moving the location of aircraft when the aircraft and a cloud collide.
In Google Earth or KML, it does not support a collision detection API or library

for developers.

Before the system creates a KML file, an optimized algorithm for

detecting collision is needed. According to Jimenez et al. (2000), many applications in
Computer Graphics require fast and robust 3D collision detection algorithms and many
collision detection algorithms have been proposed in recent years within the fields of
Computational Geometry, Robotics, and Computer Graphics. In Computer Graphics, the
emphasis is placed on the possibility of detecting collisions in real-time, especially for
computer animation applications, even if speed is gained at the expense of precision, thus
allowing the adaptation of output precision to the limited computing time.
In the case of Flight Visualization, the area for collision detection is huge, the

number of models is luxuriantly increased each time, and the scale of each cloud model is
much larger than the sizes of any other models in computer animations or games. Also,
the models are in the virtual world that is using a geographic location system. This
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means geographical calculation is needed to get the distances among the models. Most
collision algorithms use space partitioning techniques such as k-d trees, Octrees, and BSP
(Binary Space Partition) trees, which can not be adapted directly in the present system
because this system needs more update rates in real time.
Teschner et al. (2003) proposed a new approach to collision detection of
dynamically deforming objects that consist of tetrahedrons. According to their result, the
algorithm can detect collisions and self-collisions in environments of up to 20k
tetrahedrons in real time. Using a hash table, the presented algorithm is integrated in a
physically based environment. All cells are traversed from the discretized minimum to
the discretized maximum of the AABB , axis-aligned bounding boxes, and all vertices
found at the corresponding hash table bucket are tested for intersection.
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Figure 5.3 Teschner' s collision detection algorithm

One of the future directions is to implement a collision detection algorithm that is
suitable for Flight Visualization. Teschner' s idea using hash functions will be adapted
because it is very efficient. However, BSP trees will be added into the algorithm too.
Instead of calculations of all distances between the aircraft and clouds, the system gets
the area of interest to calculate the distances. Because the aircraft in the data could not
turn itself more than 90 degree in both directions, the system will have a threshold degree
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from the heading angle to ignore the distances to the clouds that are located off to the side
by using BSP trees. The system is in the 3D space so that another set of BSP trees is
needed for the altitude; another threshold value is needed for the altitude angle range.
For instance, let us assume that an aircraft is flying somewhere in Kentucky. The system
does not need to get the distance from the aircraft to a cloud that is in Georgia. This
threshold value can reduce the number of calculations in the hash table. The system will
use a global bounding box for each model instead of calculating AABBs for the
following two reasons. One is that the space is too big compared with the models, so that
small errors can be accepted. The size of the hash table will be gradually increased
because hash values are computed for all cells affected by the AABB of a tetrahedron.
The system can generate 200 clouds at a time, and there will be numerous tetrahedrons
from the models.
When the collision detection algorithm is developed, it will be possible to detect
collision with other models such as buildings, trees, or terrains such as mountains in
Google Earth. It can show the user when an aircraft crashes into the objects.

5.5 Survey of Geographical Calculations

As discussed in Chapter 2, there are many different formulas for geographic
calculations.

However, the system uses only one set of formulas, the Great Circle

Calculation. Based on each position of the aircraft, this calculation returns the position of
the camera. The next plan is to add other geographical calculations to compare the result
of the camera position and to see how they affect the visualization of the flight.
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5.6 Stereoscopic Visualization
It is proposed to present the visualization by stereoscopic vision, which will
provide a realistic visual representation of the flights. Stereoscopic vision is the next
generation of visualization techniques that two images and high-tech wireless glasses
give 3D perception and depth information. Human eyes are located in front of the head
side by side. When the user looks at some object at the scene, each eye sends a different
image to the brain, and the brain combines two images from both eyes. Because of the
slight difference in the two images, depth is unconsciously inferred.

By using this

concept, many 3D products, such as TV, game devices, and video cards, are in the market
place. The goal is to provide flight visualization in stereoscopic vision so that a user may
perceive the depth of the images and see the flight as if he or she is flying with the
aircraft.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A: GLOSSARY

AABB: Axis Aligned Bounding Box

Computer graphics: a process of producing pictures or images using computers.
Datum: the position of the spheroid related to the center of the Earth.
DEM: Digital ~levation Model is a digital model or 3D representation of cartographic
information of terrain surfaces in a raster form
FCC: federal Communications Commission is an organization that regulates interstate
and international communications by radio, television, wire, satellite and cable in all 50
states, the District of Columbia and u.S. territories.
Geographic coordinate system: a reference system to define the location of points on
the Earth specified by a set of numbers such as latitude and longitude.
Information visualization: generally applied to the visual representation of large-scale
collections of non-numerical information, such as files and lines of code in software
system, library and bibliographic databases, networks of relations on the internet, and so
forth.
KML: an XML grammar and file format for modeling and storing geographic features
such as points, lines, images, polygons, and models for display in Google Earth or
Google Maps.

Mercator projection: a cylindrical map projection that assumes a cylinder is wrapped
around the globe so that its surface touches the equator; the meridians of longitude can be
projected onto the cylinder as equally spaced straight lines perpendicular to the equator.
NASA: National Aeronautics and ,S.pace Administration is the federal agency that
institutes and administers the civilian programs of the U.S. government that deals with
aeronautical research and the development of launch vehicles and spacecraft.
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SketchUP: a software tool that combines a tool-set with an intelligent drawing system for
modeling of 3D objects.
USGS: The U .~. Geological ~urvey is a science organization that provides impartial
information on the health of our ecosystems and environment, the natural hazards that
threaten us, the natural resources we rely on, the impacts of climate and land-use change,
and the core science systems that help us provide timely, relevant, and useable
information.
Visualization: the creation of information to show the important matters and is used as
an effective way of the communication.
3D computer graphics: a three dimensional representation of geometric data.
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APPENDIX B: SAMPLES OF IN-FLIGHT RECORDED DATA
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APPENDIX C: SAMPLES OF GENERATED KML CODES

Basic structure
<?xml version="I.O" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<kml xmlns:gx=''http://www.google.comlkmUextl2.2'' xmlns:kml="hup:/Iwww.opengis.net/kmI/2.2"

xmlns:atom=''http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom''>
<Document>

<!Document>
<!km!>

Define a model (aircrafts, clouds, trails and so on)
<Model id="AircrafCModelI ">
<altitudeMode>relativeToGround<laltitudeMode>
<Location id="planeLocation">
<longitude>-l 18.21 I 433<11ongitude>
<latitude>33.700943<11atitude>
<altitude>912.621056136<1altitude>
<!Location>
<Orientation id="planeOri">
<heading> I 32.964016<1heading>
<tilt>4.71 051025<1tilt>
<rol!>6.20395 I 84<1roll>
<lOrientation>
<Scale>

<x>6<1x>
<y>6<1y>
<z>6<1z>
<lScale>
<Link>
<href>White_lazz_Bombardier.dae<lhref>
<refreshMode>
<lrefreshMode>
<refresh Interval>
<lrefreshlnterval>
<viewRefreshMode>
<lview RefreshMode>
<viewRefreshTime>
<lviewRefreshTime>
<!Link>
<!Model>
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Path with Altitude
<Style>
<Line Style>
<color>FF8000FF<lcolor>
<width>3<1width>
<lLineStyle>
<PolyStyle>
<color>40D7300D<lcolor>
</PolyStyle>
<lStyle>
<LineString>
<altitudeMode>absolute<laltitudeMode>
<tessellate> I <ltessellate>
<extrude> I <lextrude>
<coordinates>
-118.06311.33.6427994.911.901621456
-118.062698.33.6439285.912.097778544
<lcoordinates>
<lLineString>

Visibility
<ScreenOveriay>
<name> Visibility</name>
<color>aOcOcOcO</color>
<overiayXY x="O" y="I" xunits="fraction" yunits="fraction"l>
<screenXY x="O" y="I" xunits="fraction" yunits="fraction"/>
<rotationXY x="O" y="O" xunits="fraction" yunits="fraction"/>
<size x="I" y=" 1" xunits="fraction" yunits="fraction"/>
<lScreenOveriay>
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Animation
<gx:Tour>
<name>PlayMe<lname>
<gx:Playlist>
<!-- Fly to our start location -->
<gx:FlyTo>
<gx:duration>0.2<1gx:duration>
<LookAt>
<altitudeMode>relativeToGround</altitudeMode>
<longitude>-118.211433</longitude>
<latitude>33.70 I 0329321606<1latitude>
<altitude>9 I 2.621056 I 36<1altitude>
<range>500<lrange>
<heading>O<lheading>
<tilt>O<ltilt>
<lLookAt>
<lgx:FlyTo>
<'-- Move Model -->
<gx:AnimatedUpdate>
<gx:duration>O.2<1gx:duration>
<Update>
<targetHref I>
<Change>
<Location targetId="planeLocation ">
<longitude>-118.212349<llongitude>
<latitude>33.701664<1latitude>
<altitude>912.40 1981 I 36<1altitude>
<lLocation>
<Orientation targetld="planeOri">
<heading> I 33.546875<1heading>
<roll>9.08416939<1roll>
<tilt>4.73684216<1tilt>
<lOrientation>
<lChange>
<!Update>
<lgx:AnimatedUpdate>
<!-- Move the camera in parallel with the model -->
<gx:FlyTo>
<gx:duration>0.2</gx:duration>
<gx:flyToMode>smooth<lgx:flyToMode>
<LookAt>
<altitudeMode>relativeToGround<laltitudeMode>
<longitude>-118.212349<1longitude>
<latitude>33.70 1753932 I 606<1latitude>
<altitude>912.621056136<1altitude>
<ran ge> 500<lran ge>
<heading>O<lheading>
<tilt>O<ltilt>
<lLookAt>
<lgx:FlyTo>

.... Repeat <-Move Model-> and <!-- Move the camera in parallel with the model--> part until the end of the data
<lgx:Playlist>
<lgx:Tour>
<Style id="Style_-220478772">
<BalloonStyle>
<bgColor>FFFFFFFF</bgColor>
<textColor>FFOOOOOO<ltextColor>
<lBalloonStyle>
<lStyle>
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